Shared Services
Canada 3.0
AN ENTERPRISE APPROACH

DIGITAL

Towards a digital government
Today’s digital landscape is one of relentless
and disruptive change. In this fast-paced
environment, the Government of Canada
is challenged to anticipate, adapt and keep
pace. When Shared Services Canada (SSC)
was established in 2011, cloud computing,
artificial intelligence, blockchain and the
internet of things seemed like a distant future.
Canadians expect to use the latest digital
technology to receive the services they need,
when and where they need them on any
device – whether they are filing their taxes,
applying for a passport or getting the latest
recall information.
To meet these expectations, federal
employees need modern digital tools that
are accessible by design, enhance their
productivity and allow them to collaborate
across departments to deliver the essential
services Canadians rely on.
To achieve its digital government vision,
the Government of Canada has set digital
standards and released the 2018-2022
Digital Operations Strategic Plan, which
together, put users and their needs at the
heart of everything we do and leverages the
latest digital technologies to deliver highvalue services to Canadians.
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Shared Services Canada is a key player in
this vision. At the outset, SSC was given a
big mandate to modernize and consolidate
the Government of Canada’s information
technology infrastructure. SSC’s 7,100
employees support the technology needs
of over 200,000 federal employees and
handle about 600,000 requests and 100,000
incidents a year.
Since its inception, SSC has gone through
tremendous transformation and growth. The
department was stood up as an entirely new
organization in record time, a chapter that
is considered the beginning, or “SSC 1.0”.
SSC’s second phase, “SSC 2.0”, focused
on enhancing service delivery and client
satisfaction and saw the beginnings of an
enterprise approach.
While the department has made remarkable
progress, the current digital landscape in the
federal government is highly complex with a
myriad of networks, applications, programs,
collaboration tools, and data centres – many
unique to individual departments.
This leads to the natural evolution of the
department. Our new Vision, Mission and
Values are helping us define who we are
as an organization, and SSC 3.0 is how we
get there. This new phase is focused on an
enterprise approach for all of government.

Why does enterprise matter?
While there is no single “one-size-fitsall” approach for Government of Canada
digital services, we are working with our
federal partners and clients to improve
the user experience by consolidating,
modernizing and standardizing. This is
resulting in economies of scale, more secure
and reliable services, faster turnarounds,
enhanced collaboration, and reduced risk –
ultimately, better serving Canadians.

In the near future, all services will have digital
elements. SSC 3.0 is taking an enterprise
approach that builds upon other Government
of Canada programs such as “Tell Us Once”,
the Cloud First Adoption Strategy, and the
Directive on Automated Decision-Making for
the responsible use of artificial intelligence.
We are working together to build a modern,
reliable, and secure digital platform for all
that meets the needs of today and tomorrow.
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PRIORITY 1

Network and security are the very
foundations of digital government and the
basis for all government services. Simply put,
there is no digital vision without them.
There are currently 50 Government of
Canada networks across the country –
many of which are aging and not ready for
cloud, video and voice. These networks are
complex, labour-intensive, costly to maintain
and lack the capacity to scale and deliver
the services Canadians need. Some lack
advanced security standards for protection
against cyber threats.
The network couldn’t be more fundamental
in the digital age. It is as essential as other
utilities that we depend on such as electricity
and heat. The number one priority is to build
a reliable network “utility” that is always on,
available anywhere, reliable, fast and scales
up based on changing needs.

Network and security

With SSC 3.0, the Government of Canada is
transitioning away from single departmental
networks to modern enterprise networks.
These networks will be accessible anytime,
anywhere, and by anyone. They will be
built with accessibility in mind, while
accommodating and supporting continuous
improvement and an increasing diversity of
government programs and services.
This will make the Government of Canada
more responsive to Canadians’ demands for
services they can access anytime, anywhere
and from any device, on a trusted and secure
platform. An updated network will use the
latest security measures that better protect
personal information, connect seamlessly to
cloud and enterprise data centres, and move
at a speed and scale that gives users the
connectivity they need to do their work.

“We need a fast, reliable, and secure Network.”
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PRIORITY 2

Today, workplace collaboration tools used by
federal employees vary from one department
to the next, with limited overarching
standardization or integration.
To deliver on their departmental mandates
and provide high-value services to
Canadians, public servants need modern
and effective workplace tools.
This will not be a one-size-fits-all approach,
but rather one that is streamlined with a
tailored set of options based on users’ needs.
An inspector who spends much of their
time in the field, for example, could require
multiple access points and a virtual office,
while a researcher could require big data on
large sharing platforms in a more traditional
office setting.

Workplace collaboration tools

SSC 3.0 is supporting a government-wide
Enterprise Digital Workplace Platform. This
means federal public servants have access
to devices ranging from mobile to traditional
workstations from anywhere.
The platform has built-in security, single
sign-on, seamless remote access and the
full suite of Microsoft Office 365 cloud-based
software.
Employees are increasingly able to work
in a more connected way using integrated
email, instant messaging, enterprise-wide
social networks, videoconferencing, web
applications, digital collaboration tools and
more.
By providing a modern and tailored set of
workplace tools with accessibility features
built-in from the outset, SSC is helping
public servants deliver on their departments’
priorities and better serve Canadians.

“Tailored set of options based on users’ needs.”
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PRIORITY 3

Nearly 80% of the federal government’s
roughly 18,000 applications reside in aging
data centres which are more at risk of service
outages and failures.
At the same time, there are departmental
applications and data that have not been
maintained, with some based on software
that wasn’t built for today’s digital realities.
These applications need to be rebuilt before
they can be moved to the cloud and state-ofthe-art Enterprise Data Centres.
Under SSC 3.0, SSC is working with clients
to identify applications most at risk with
the biggest potential impact on services to

Application modernization

Canadians. Together, we are determining
solutions to update or create new
applications that are reliable and can run on
modern hosting solutions - whether cloud or
enterprise data centres.
To date, SSC has worked with its clients to
close more than 200 legacy data centres.
SSC is risk-managing with clients to prioritize
applications and work towards the best
solutions for their needs.
The objective is to ensure hardware and
software systems are robust, secure, and
keep pace with changing technology.

“Migration to Cloud and Enterprise Data Centres.”
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Organizational transformation
In order to deliver on the Digital and IT service transformation priorities, SSC is
transforming its internal organization to enable, empower, and engage employees,
while creating accountabilities across the organization, and at all levels. It includes
addressing what we’ve heard from employees and re-thinking our processes,
workplace, workforce, and technology to meet our needs, now and into the future.
Some of the key building blocks include:

Standards

Enterprise Service model

SSC supports a proliferation of customized
IT products and services across
government with multiple versions of each.

SSC’s current service model is a complex
patchwork of various types of funding and
user pay practices which places a heavy
administrative burden on SSC and clients.

Tailoring applications and workplace tools
department by department leads to more
delays and less efficient service.
Setting standards is therefore critical to
SSC 3.0’s success.
Moving to an enterprise suite of standards
and service catalogue will significantly
streamline and simplify SSC’s current
working environment, free up capacity and
resources to work on other projects, and
provide better service to clients.
This results in tool sets such as desktop
collaboration platforms and cloud services
that can be used and shared across
government.

SSC is working with central agencies to
develop a new enterprise service model.
Once implemented, it will have built-in
incentives to limit investments in legacy
systems and to encourage investments in
new modern IT solutions. Investments will
be aligned with the Government of Canada’s
rapidly evolving digital government agenda
and enterprise approach.
This will lead to a service model that is
simpler, transparent, understandable,
predictable and sustainable for both SSC
and its clients.
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Services
SSC currently delivers 23 catalogue
services and many minor services across 43
departments. It is a fragmented environment
that has been largely unchanged since the
Department’s inception, leading to service
delays and higher overhead costs.
With SSC 3.0, SSC is moving to a simplified
and streamlined suite of enterprise services:
•Cloud-based services
•Consistent service management
•Clearer standards
•Incentivized pricing model
•Tiered service levels
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The objective is to provide more timely
service and empower our clients to selfserve with express checkout lanes, selfcheckout, and a more robust system for
business requirements.
A streamlined set of services – whether
data centres, networks, software, mobile
technology or workplace devices – will make
it easier for SSC to tailor the services to best
meet clients’ needs.
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As we innovate and collaborate together on
new ways of working, we are starting small
and being agile in our approach. This means
we are experimenting with pathfinders,
iterating, learning, iterating again and
delivering. We are identifying and lockingin standards, writing the playbook and then
scaling up to deliver enterprise-wide.

SHARE

Accountability
SSC is committed to being open and
transparent throughout the implementation
of SSC 3.0. We will report on progress to our
clients, vendors and Canadians by publishing
dashboards and progress reports online on a
quarterly basis.
Stakeholders have the opportunity to
provide input and feedback to help ensure
objectives are met.

SSC will aim to foster confidence and
accountability by reporting on progress
openly and transparently. This will help
ensure that we are following through on the
commitments laid out in SSC 3.0.
SSC is committed to a team-based,
collaborative approach that is engaging,
enabling and empowering SSC employees
to help provide the digital services
Canadians expect.
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PUTTING THE “SHARED”
IN SHARED SERVICES

SSC 3.0 is not just a plan for Shared
Services Canada, but a plan for all of
government, supported by central agencies.
Success requires a united approach.
By working with users, clients, partners and
vendors, SSC is helping create a truly digital
government that delivers quality services
to Canadians.
Success requires SSC and our partners
to have a relentless focus on the user
experience. It means working together to
realize a true enterprise vision of IT service
excellence.
SSC is working closely with clients and key
stakeholders to implement SSC 3.0. Our
collective knowledge, expertise, and working
relationships is being leveraged to achieve the
enterprise approach. A collaborative, usercentric approach benefits everyone – and
meets the real needs of Canadians.
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SSC 3.0 won’t be the end of the journey. The
plan is evergreen and continues to evolve
to keep pace with accelerating change
and innovation in the digital world. The
Government of Canada must be flexible if it
is to deliver new services, with technology
designed to meet Canadians’ needs.
The future is digital. With SSC 3.0, the
Department is playing a central role in
helping build a digital government that meets
the needs of Canadians today and well into
the future.

SSC’s Vision,
Mission & Values
Our new Vision, Mission and Values
are helping us define who we are as an
organization, and SSC 3.0 is how we get there.

VISION
Powering world-class
technology for
Government

VALUES

MISSION

• Pursue excellence

To work with partners to
provide secure and reliable
networks, m
 odern tools and
client-centric digital services
for Canadians

• Our relationships are built on
trust and respect
• We act with integrity and
accountability
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Shared Services Canada 3.0
AN ENTERPRISE APPROACH
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Shared Services Canada - Supporting Government of Canada Operations during COVID-19 and beyond
Since the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic in Canada, Shared Services Canada (SSC) responded to the increasing need for safe, secure and reliable digital
services for Government of Canada employees and the people and organizations it serves. SSC quickly provided information technology (IT) solutions,
increased network and call centre capacity, which enabled Government of Canada departments to serve Canadians with digital services and call centres.
SSC is continuing to work tirelessly to make sure the Government of Canada can be effective and productive and that Canadians continue to receive the
critical support and services they depend on.
How we worked

Pre-COVID-19

In offices, boardrooms, and workshops

What has changed
Largely at home enabled by new
and upgraded digital infrastucture

1.6 million

GC employees able
to work from home to
support and provide
services and programs
to Canadians

Working remotely
was the exception,
not the rule

137,000

SRA capacity
of almost
Travelling and
commuting

5 million

teleconference
minutes per day

employees connecting
to government
networks remotely
through secure remote
access (SRA)

Videoconferencing
is now the default,
advancing the goal of
digital government

Videoconferencing
was secondary to
in-person meetings

20,000

WebEx accounts

Supporting collaboration
from remote locations

284,000

50% increase of

enterprise internet
bandwidth for the entire
government allowing the
GC to stay connected
with Canadians

advancing digital
government by more
than doubling the
number of public
servants that can work
remotely and securely

New WebEx
service with

100%

increase in capacity

40,000

WebEx accounts

What we are preparing for

Living with COVID-19

To support ongoing digital transformation
to evolve the way Government of Canada
employees work and deliver services

Enabling workspaces
anywhere, anytime

300,000

teleconference
minutes per day

A capacity for over

During COVID-19

40

departments are
using MS Teams

187,000

More than
Active MS Teams users
across the GC departments

1,000

Over
federal First Responders
enrolled for mobile internet

Enabled GC departments
to roll out services to
Canadians and businesses
that responded to urgent
economic support needs:

12.3

million
Over
Canadians and businesses
accessed economic supports
since March 2020

New digital products
supporting GC
policy, program and
service delivery

SSC 3.0: An Enterprise Approach
SSC’s path to digital government

Support GC future of work

Wi-Fi calling
activated for all

183,000

mobile accounts

1,087

users
enrolled for the secure
Executive emergency
collaboration system
through M365
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